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Surah Al Teen 
 
The four things that Allah SWT has sworn by in the Quran are all connected, they are the best                   
of things for us.  
 
And similarly Allah SWT has created us in the best form and Allah SWT wants the best for us,                   
and this is Islam, when we submit to Allah SWT, then that is best for us. And if we are not, then                      
we are the worst of the worst and that is what Allah SWT says in this next ayah. 
 
Ayah 5 
Thumma is then, in the more delayed sense, a proposition. Radad (verb radda) + na (we) + hu                  
(he) - We turn him, meaning to go backwards. Radda means to go backwards. And we have to                  
believe all of Allah’s Actions are perfect and we cannot question Him but He will for sure                 
question us. We are slaves after all. Asfala Safileen are from the same word and means the                 
lowest of the low. Which means that when we are all born, we are all high. Shaykh Uthaymeen                  
said same as our bodies, our energy, as they decrease with old age. This is mentioned in Surah                  
Hajj, in Ayah 5, you are created from sand, and a drop, a clot, flesh, and this baby is stable in                     
the womb. Then a child comes out, then the best or the max of everything you can reach and                   
some will some, and others will reach old age and some will lose memory. There is a dua too, to                    
ask for protection from the bad of the old age. So there’s pride that makes us low and also from                    
the fitrah. 

 
 

Children are naturally born on the fitrah, they are born liking all the good things and hate bad                  
things, harshness. The next ayah shows that all people will go to the lowest of the lowest. And                  
this is discussed in the next ayah. 
 
Ayah 6 
 
So in this ayah, there are two things that will ensure you don’t go to the lowest of the low. And                     
these are aamanu and aamilus saaliha. Aamanu is to believe, means you are protecting              
yourself with faith from the lowest of the low, those who only believe in only that is tangible, not                   



the unseen. This is belief, arkaan al imaan and this is the input and the output from this will be                    
good deeds, of course. Mukhlisan Muttabi’an meaning with sincerity and those that are             
prescribed. And you need both of these, just one is not enough. 
 

 
 
And if you do these two things, then almost immediately for you is ajrun ghairun mamnoon. As                 
long as you’re doing this work, there’s no stopping of this ajr. Only if you stop, then it stops too.                    
Ajr is your wage, but in this case much more than you deserve. Ghair means not, or does not.                   
Mamnoon means discontinued (munqata’). So together this means continuous. 
 
 


